Learning How
Training Bodies, Producing Knowledge
This workshop explores processes of learning in relation
to material production: how a less-knowing body becomes
more-knowing; how mastery is understood by both “masters”
and others; what provisions and resources might be available,
to whom, in a particular time and place.
The tools of the project “Histories of Planning” are particularly
adept at opening and analyzing processes of knowledge
production and regeneration: “making material things
work” highlights both the intentions of actors engaged in
perpetuating material techniques, and the improvisations
and insights produced in artisanal encounters over generations,
within communities, across boundaries, between bodies
and minds. The rubric demands situating types of knowledge
specifically - in particular materialities, workplaces, kinship groups, classrooms, laboratories, markets, structures
of power etc. – yet seeking methodological and comparative
points of commonality and conversation.
t8IBUBSFUIFTUSVDUVSFT GSPNBQQSFOUJDFTIJQTUPDMBTTSPPNT 
pay scales to inheritance, within which learning is envisioned?
How rigid or flexible are the rules, plans, boundaries?
t)PXJTiMFBSOJOHwVOEFSTUPPECZUIFQFPQMFJOWPMWFE 8IP
is expected to become knowledgeable, about which materials
and processes?
t)PXEPXFHPBCPVUTUVEZJOHBOEBSUJDVMBUJOHIVNBO
learning processes, familiar or unfamiliar, historical or conUFNQPSBSZ 8IFODBOXFBTTVNFBDPNNPOOFVSPMPHJDBM
being or when should we emphasize the contingent cultural
constructions of knowing?
t4JNJMBSMZ XIFODBOXFBTTVNFDPOUJOVJUJFTPGTQFDJĕD
materialities -- “stone”, “wood”, “metal”, etc -- and when do
apparently obvious continuities turn out to be materially
incommensurate?
t)PXEPWBSJPVTDVMUVSFT TPDJFUJFT PSDPNNVOJUJFTEFĕOF
and value modes of knowing, and how do these differences
shape the questions we can ask?
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Training Bodies, Producing Knowledge
Workshop
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Thursday	
  -‐	
  Feb.	
  5

Day 1: Introductions; Bodies Knowing

 Ƭ  
8FMDPNF%BHNBS4DIÊGFS
Introduction Learning How: Stewart Allen, Nina Lerman

ͳǤ Ȁ
Facilitator and discussant: Francesca Bray
,ĮŁĲ4ĺĶŁĵ iA8FEPCFUUFSOPXGBJMVSF SFQFUJUJPO
and the revelation of knowledge in eighteenth-century
manufactories”
+ļĵĮĻĻĮ(ļĻˢĮĹŃĲŀ.ĮĿŁ˵Ļ, “Yanomami health
BHFOUTAFNCPEJFEBOEQBUIMJLFMFBSOJOHPG8FTUFSO
medicine”
+ļŀĵ(ĿĮİĲ, “The Garage as Archive: African Histories
of Car Repair and Expertise”
11:45-13:00 Lunch
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Facilitator and discussant: Elaine Leong
"ĻĻĮ)ĮĿĿĶŀŗ.ĲĹĶŀŀĮ7ĮĻ%ĿĶĲ, “Sharing Sound:
Teaching, Learning and Researching Sonic Skills”
Gerard J. Fitzgerald, “‘You learnt to spin and you
MFBSOUUPIFBS4PVOETDBQFTBOEUIF-JWFTPG4PVUIFSO
8PNBO.JMM8PSLFST w
.ĮĿŁĶĻĮ4İĵĹ̡ĻıĲĿ, “Training the Obstetrical Eye:
Teaching Tools for Training the Sense of Touch in ObsteUSJDBM1SBDUJDF  w
15:00-15:30 Coffee break


͵ǤȀ 
'BDJMJUBUPSBOEEJTDVTTBOU%BHNBS4DIÊGFS
Jeannette Pei-San Ng ićF$IJOFTF8BZUPB-POH
and Healthy Life”: The Chinese Therapeutics Manual in
$IJOBBOEUIF8FTU  w
$ĮĶŁĹĶĻ%ļĻĮĵłĲ8ņĹĶĲ, “Constructing community how learning to produce research specimens also produces technicians”
Dinner for participants, off-site
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Friday	
  -‐	
  Feb.	
  6	
  

Day 2: Knowing Bodies Working

ͶǤǲǳ 
Facilitator and discussant: Steve Kaplan
Stewart Allen, „‘Young Hands for Old Skills‘: Apprenticeship and Stonemasonry in Contemporary Scotland“
Enrico Marcore, “Rebuilding by Hand: Past and Future after the Quake”
/ĮŁĵĮĹĶĲ.ĮĿŀĲĴĹĶĮ, “Living National Treasures: Heritage making and artisan skills in Japan and France”
11:00-11:30 Coffee break

ͷǤ  
Facilitator and discussant: Nina Lerman
Clare Crowston & Claire Lemercier, ”ApprenticeTIJQJOUIBOEUIDFOUVSZ'SBODF5SBJOJOHCPEJFT
for trade and gender roles”

Maria Ximena Senatore i5SBJOJOH8IBMFSTJOUIFUI
Century”
Arun Kumar, „More than One Mode: Labour Learning in
Colonial India“
13:30-15:00 Lunch

Ǥ 
Facilitator and discussant: Seth Rockman
Blenda Femenías, “Uncommon Threads: Artists and
Laborers as Andean Garment Producers”
Augustine Sedgewick, “Expensive Help: Family Business, the Second Generation, and the Social Reproduction
PGUIF4BMWBEPSBO0MJHBSDIZJOUIF8PSME%FQSFTTJPOw
8ĵĶŁĻĲņ-ĮĲĺĺĹĶ i$PSQPSBUF#PEJFT8BSSFO-BNC
BOE.PWFNFOU1BUUFSO"OBMZTJT  w
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Saturday	
  -‐	
  Feb.	
  7

Day 3: Synthesis and Directions

Ǥ 
Nina Lerman, „Training Bodies, Producing Knowledge“
30 Minutes Coffee break
1BOFMMFEEJTDVTTJPO'SBODFTDB#SBZ %BHNBS4DIÊGFS 
Nina Lerman, Elaine Leong, Steve Kaplan, Seth Rockman,
Stewart Allen

